Council on Student Services
Motions 2010-11
1. CSS Chair – Motion Carried
Be it resolved that CSS nominate Mr. S. Abdus-Samad as the CSS Chair for 2010-11.

2. Enhancement Fund Proposals Round 1 – Motion Carried
- BIRT CSS approve up to $673.00 for Alpha at UTSC’s “Alpha at UTSC”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1820.00 for Dragon Boat Club’s “UTSC Dragon Boat”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $380.00 for AIESEC’s “UTSC Poverty Awareness Campaign”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $200.00 for EPSA’s “Faculty-Student Mix and Mingle”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1105.00 for SC SWAGG’s “Ontario Universities’ Competition for Hip-Hop (OUCH)”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1050.00 for UTMUN’s “McGill Model United Nations Assembly”.

3. COSS Chair – Motion Carried
Be it resolved that CSS nominate Mr. S. Abdus-Samad as the COSS representative for 2010-11.

4. Enhancement Fund Proposals Round 2 – Motion Carried
- BIRT CSS approve up to $500.00 for Gallery 1265’s “Out of the Crate” and “Documentations” exhibitions.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $2750.00 for African Students’ Association’s “Black History Month Fashion Show”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1000.00 for Mishhi: Caribbean Connections’ “Black History Month Gala”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $850.00 for IMANI: Black Student’s Association’s “Black History Month Food Festival”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $3000.00 for P.A.C.E’s “UTSC Best Dance Crew”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $590.00 for Best Damn Sports Club’s “Profs vs. Student Dodgeball Tournament”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1000.00 for Afghan Student Union’s “The Children of Afghanistan”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $3470.00 for Muslim Students’ Association’s “Islamic Awareness Week”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $3000.00 for LIVE Business Conference’s “LIVE Conference 2010”.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $895.00 for Shutterbugs Photography Club’s “Photo Contest and Exhibition”.

5. 2010-11 Health & Wellness Centre Budget – Motion Carried
BIRT CSS accept the recommendation from the Health & Wellness advisory committee and approve a fee increase of 5%.

6. 2010-11 Physical Education and Athletics Budget – Motion Carried
BIRT CSS accept the recommendation from Athletics advisory committee and approve a fee increase of 5%.

7. 2010-11 Student Services Fee – Motion Carried
BIRT CSS accept the recommendation for a student services fee increase of 3.5% and a consolidated fee increase of 4.3%.

8. Enhancement Fund Proposals Round 3 – Motion Carried

- BIRT CSS approve up to $350.00 for Arts Management Student Association’s “ART: MIX”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $5000.00 for South Asian Alliance’s “SAA Culture Show”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $3450.00 for DECA UTSC’s “DECA U Ontario Provincial Competition”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $175.00 for UTSC Model UN’s “UT MUN End of Year Debate”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $500.00 for Averroes Centre for North African and Middle Eastern Studies’ “Author Talk”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $600.00 for Frontier College’s “Kid’s Day”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for SIFE’s “Entrepreneurship Engagement”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for SIFE’s “Consultrepreneur”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $300.00 for SIFE’s “Entrepreneurship for Youth”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $100.00 for SIFE’s “Project VIBE”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1000.00 for EnvSci GSAS’s “Ontario Ethology, Ecology & Evolution Colloquium 2011”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $2380.00 for SC:OUT’s “That’s So Gay”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $200.00 for ALPHA at UTSC’s “Alpha”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1250.00 for SCHPA’s “UTSC Extramural Hockey Tournament”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $220.00 for JAAGO-STEPUP’s “JAAGO Step Up for the Kids”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $500.00 for Mixed Martial Arts’ “MMA Knowledge Fund”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $425.00 for WUSC’s “WUSC Film Festival”
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1700.00 for WUSC’s “WUSC Band-Aid”